Personal Injury
Accidents and injuries can cause serious hardships in the lives of injured victims and
their loved ones. From the trauma of the accident to missed work to lasting disabilities,
personal injuries can have dire consequences. The Pennsylvania attorneys of Willig,
Williams & Davidson provide union members, individual working people and their
families with caring, dedicated legal advice and representation in personal injury cases.
Our capabilities include car accidents, truck accidents, motorcycle accidents,
construction accidents, product liability, premises liability, pedestrian accidents,
workplace accidents and other types of accidents leading to civil litigation.
If you or a loved one has been seriously injured due to someone else’s negligence
(carelessness) or recklessness, our personal injury lawyers will take the time to
thoroughly review your case, explain the legal process to you and aggressively pursue
all of the compensation to which you may be entitled under the law. Depending on the
circumstances, the compensation sought may include medical expenses, financial
losses such as lost work, pain and suffering and emotional distress. Injury victims may
also be able to seek an additional sum known as punitive damages arising out of the
defendant’s wrongdoing.
Whether we settle a matter, engage in alternative dispute resolution or proceed to trial,
Willig, Williams & Davidson lawyers will pursue just compensation for our clients. Our
lawyers in Philadelphia and PA have access to the firm’s wide-ranging practice areas to
optimize each client’s outcome. We understand the interplay of workers’ compensation
law and personal injury law, for example, and additionally may draw on the knowledge
of our consumer law, real estate, wills, trusts and estates and even criminal defense
departments.
Our law firm is built on a proud tradition of protecting the rights of hardworking
individuals, and we are pleased to continue that tradition through our representation of
accident victims. Our lawyers provide each client with the personal attention they
deserve. Every matter is important to us, and we understand how crucial your legal
concerns are to you. Our goal is to help you obtain justice, and to make sure that you
feel as confident and as comfortable as possible throughout that process.
If you or a loved one has suffered serious personal injury, please do not hesitate to
contact us today.
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